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 Information 

Release Title: Tom & Jerry  1940 - 1967 (United Kingdom)  
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This is a complete list of the 166 shorts in the Tom and Jerry series produced and released between 1940 

and 2021. Of these, 162 are theatrical shorts, one is a made-for-TV short, one is a two-minute sketch 

shown as part of a telethon, and two are special shorts released on HBO Max. 
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1. Title:  Tom & Jerry  

Storyline  
Disc 1 – Oscar Winners and Classics Content: 

 

*  Puss Gets the Boot                                             * The Milky Waif 

* The Midnight Snack                                           * The Cat Concerto 

* Dog Trouble                                                       * The Little Orphan 

* Fraidy Cat                                                          * Saturday Evening Puss 

* Puss ‘N Toots                                                    * The Two Mousketeers 

* The Lonesome Mouse                                       * Johann Mouse 

* Yankee Doodle Mouse                                      * Touche, Pussy Cat! 

* Mouse Trouble                                                   * That’s My Mommy 

* Mouse in Manhattan                                          * The Egg and jerry 

* Quiet Please !                                                     * Tops With Pops 

 

Disc 2 – Through The Years Content: 

 

* Jerry Dance with Gene Kelly in Anchors Aweigh                * Cosmic Cat and Meteor Mouse 

* Tom and Jerry Swim with Ester Williams in Dangerous      * Jerry’s Country Cousin 

   When Wet                                                                              * Flippin’ Fido 

* Pent-House Mouse                                                                 * A Game of Mouse and Cat 

* The Cat Above and the Mouse Below 

* The Cat’s Me-Ouch 

 

 

Tom (named "Jasper" in his debut appearance) is a grey and white domestic shorthair cat. ("Tom" is a generic name 

for a male cat.) He is usually but not always, portrayed as living a comfortable, or even pampered life, while Jerry 

(whose name is not explicitly mentioned in his debut appearance) is a small, brown house mouse who always lives 

in close proximity to Tom. Despite being very energetic, determined and much larger, Tom is no match for Jerry's 

wits. Jerry also possesses surprising strength for his size, approximately the equivalent of Tom's, lifting items such 

as anvils with relative ease and withstanding considerable impacts. Although cats typically chase mice to eat them, 

it is quite rare for Tom to actually try to eat Jerry, but only to hurt or compete with him as usual in a more 

intimidating strategy to just taunt Jerry (even as revenge), and even to obtain a reward from a human (including his 

owner(s)/master(s)) for catching Jerry, or for generally doing his job greatly as a house cat. By the final "fade-out" 

of each cartoon, Jerry usually gets the best of Tom. 

 

However, other results may be reached. On rare occasions, Tom triumphs, usually when Jerry becomes the 

aggressor or he pushes Tom a little too far. In The Million Dollar Cat Jerry learns that Tom will lose his newly 

acquired wealth if he harms any animal, especially mice; he then torments Tom a little too much until he retaliates. 

In Timid Tabby Tom's look-alike cousin pushes Jerry over the edge. Occasionally and usually ironically, they both 

lose, usually because Jerry's last trap or attack on Tom backfires on him or he overlooks something. In Chuck 

Jones' Filet Meow, Jerry orders a shark from the pet store to scare Tom away from eating a goldfish. Afterward, the 

shark scares Jerry away as well. Finally, they occasionally end up being friends, although, within this set of stories, 

there is often a last-minute event that ruins the truce. One cartoon that has a friendly ending is Snowbody Loves 

Me. 

 

Both characters display sadistic tendencies, in that they are equally likely to take pleasure in tormenting each other, 

although it is often in response to a triggering event. However, when one character appears to truly be in mortal 

danger from an unplanned situation or due to actions by a third party, the other will develop a conscience and save 

him. Occasionally, they bond over a mutual sentiment towards an unpleasant experience and their attacking each 

other is more play than serious attacks. Multiple shorts show the two getting along with minimal difficulty, and 

they are more than capable of working together when the situation calls for it, usually against a third party who 

manages to torture and humiliate them both. Sometimes this partnership is forgotten quickly when an unexpected 

event happens, or when one character feels that the other is no longer necessary. This is the case in Posse Cat, when 

they agree that Jerry will allow himself to be caught if Tom agrees to share his reward dinner, but Tom then 

 



reneges. Other times, however, Tom does keep his promise to Jerry and the partnerships are not quickly dissolved 

after the problem is solved. 

 

Tom changes his love interest many times. The first love interest is Toots who appears in Puss n' Toots, and calls 

him "Tommy" in The Mouse Comes to Dinner. He is also interested in a cat called Toots in The Zoot Cat although 

she has a different appearance to the original Toots. The most frequent love interest of Tom's is Toodles Galore, 

who never has any dialogue in the cartoons. 

 

Despite five shorts ending with a depiction of Tom's apparent death, his demise is never permanent; he even reads 

about his own death in a flashback in Jerry's Diary. He appears to die in explosions in Mouse Trouble (after which 

he is seen in heaven), Yankee Doodle Mouse and in Safety Second, while in The Two Mouseketeers he is 

guillotined offscreen. The short Blue Cat Blues ends with both Tom and Jerry sitting on the railroad tracks with the 

intent of suicide while the whistle of an oncoming train is heard foreshadowing their imminent death. 

 

Tom and Jerry speaking 

Although many supporting and minor characters speak, Tom and Jerry rarely do so themselves. One exception is 

The Lonesome Mouse where they speak several times briefly, primarily Jerry, to contrive to get Tom back into the 

house. Tom more often sings while wooing female cats; for example, Tom sings Louis Jordan's "Is You Is or Is 

You Ain't My Baby" in the 1946 short Solid Serenade. In that short and Zoot Cat, Tom woos female cats using a 

deep, heavily French-accented voice in imitation of then-popular leading man, actor Charles Boyer. At the end of 

The Million Dollar Cat, after beginning to antagonize Jerry he says, "Gee, I'm throwin' away a million dollars... 

BUT I'M HAPPY!" In Tom and Jerry: The Magic Ring, Jerry says, "No, no, no, no, no." when choosing the shop to 

remove his ring. In The Mouse Comes to Dinner, Tom speaks to his girlfriend Toots while inadvertently sitting on 

a stove: "Say, what's cookin'?", to which Toots replies "You are, stupid." Another instance of speech comes in 

Solid Serenade and The Framed Cat, where Tom directs Spike through a few dog tricks in a dog-trainer manner. In 

Puss Gets the Boot, Jerry prays for his life when Tom catches him by the tail. Jerry has also whispered in Tom's ear 

on several occasions. In Love Me, Love My Mouse, Jerry calls Toots "Mama". 

 

Co-director William Hanna provided most of the squeaks, gasps, and other vocal effects for the pair, including the 

most famous sound effects from the series, Tom's leather-lunged scream (created by recording Hanna's scream and 

eliminating the beginning and ending of the recording, leaving only the strongest part of the scream on the 

soundtrack) and Jerry's nervous gulp. 

 

The only other reasonably common vocalization is made by Tom when some external reference claims a certain 

scenario or eventuality to be impossible, which inevitably, ironically happens to thwart Tom's plans – at which 

point, a bedraggled and battered Tom appears and says in a haunting, echoing voice "Don't you believe it!", a 

reference to the then-popular 1940s radio show Don't You Believe It! In Mouse Trouble, Tom says "Don't you 

believe it!" after being beaten up by Jerry, which also happens in The Missing Mouse. In the 1946 short Trap 

Happy, Tom hires a cat disguised as a mouse exterminator who, after several failed attempts to dispatch Jerry and 

suffering a lot of accidents in the process, changes profession to Cat exterminator by crossing out the "Mouse" on 

his title and writing "CAT", resulting in Tom spelling out the word out loud before reluctantly pointing at himself. 

One short, 1956's Blue Cat Blues, is narrated by Jerry in voiceover (voiced by Paul Frees) as they try to win back 

their lady friends. Jerry was voiced by Sara Berner during his appearance in the 1945 MGM musical Anchors 

Aweigh. Tom and Jerry: The Movie is the first (and so far, only) instalment of the series where the famous cat-and-

mouse duo regularly speaks or is able to be understood by humans. In that film, Tom was voiced by Richard Kind, 

and Jerry was voiced by Dana Hill. 

 

Cast      - Varied over the years & Episodes                                      
 
 
William Hanna 

Jinx(voice) 

Harry Lang 
Jasper(voice) 

Jack Sabel 

Jinx (speaking)(voice) 
Dynn Baio 

Narrator(uncredited) 

Lasper Knydi 
Jinx Speaking(uncredited) 

Bob Laztny  



Jasper (speaking)(uncredited) 

Lillian Randolph  
Manmy Two-Shoes (voice uncredited) 

 

 

Outside the United States 
When shown on terrestrial television in the United Kingdom (from April 1967 to February 2001, usually on the BBC) 
Tom and Jerry cartoons were not edited for violence, and Mammy was retained. As well as having regular slots 
(mainly after the evening BBC News with around two shorts shown every evening and occasionally shown on 
children's network CBBC in the morning), Tom and Jerry served the BBC in another way. When faced with 
disruption to the schedules (for example when live broadcasts overran), the BBC would invariably turn to Tom and 
Jerry to fill any gaps, confident that it would retain much of an audience that might otherwise channel hop. This 
proved particularly helpful in 1993, when Noel's House Party had to be cancelled due to an IRA bomb scare at BBC 
Television Centre; Tom and Jerry were shown instead, bridging the gap until the next programme. In 2006, a 
mother complained to Ofcom about the smoking shown in the cartoons, since Tom often attempts to impress love 
interests with the habit, resulting in reports that the smoking scenes in Tom and Jerry films may be subject to 
censorship. 
 
Due to its very limited use of dialogue, Tom and Jerry was easily translated into various foreign languages. Tom 
and Jerry began broadcast in Japan in 1965. A 2005 nationwide survey taken in Japan by TV Asahi, sampling age 
groups from teenagers to adults in their sixties, ranked Tom and Jerry No. 85 in a list of the top 100 "anime" of all 
time; while their web poll taken after the airing of the list ranked it at No. 58 – the only non-Japanese animation on 
the list, and beating anime classics like Tsubasa: Reservoir Chronicle, A Little Princess Sara, and the ultra-classics 
Macross and Ghost in the Shell. (In Japan, the word "anime" refers to all animation regardless of origin, not just 
Japanese animation.) Tom and Jerry also serve as long-time licensed mascots for Gifu-based Juroku Bank. Unlike 
some other Western cartoons such as Bob the Builder, whose characters had to be doctored to have five fingers in 
each hand instead of the original four, Tom and Jerry aired in Japan without such edits, as did other series starring 
non-human protagonists such as SpongeBob SquarePants. 
 
Tom and Jerry have long since been popular in Germany. The different shorts are usually linked together with key 
scenes from Jerry's Diary (1949), in which Tom reads about his and Jerry's past adventures. The cartoons are 
introduced with rhyming German language verse, and when necessary, a German voice spoke the translations of 
English labels on items and similar information. 
 
The show was aired in mainland China by CCTV in the mid-1980s to the early 1990s and was extremely popular at 
the time. Collections of the show are still a prominent feature in Chinese book stores. 
 
In the Philippines, the series was aired on ABS-CBN from 1966 until its closure due to the country's declaration of 
martial law in 1972, with the later Hanna-Barbera shorts from Barbecue Brawl to Tot Watchers and all of Gene 
Deitch and Chuck Jones shorts. RPN aired most of Hanna-Barbera shorts from 1977 until 1989. ABS-CBN would 
later return to the air after the restoration of democracy in 1986 and air the same shorts as in the pre-martial law 
era. This lasted until the end of 1988. 
 
In Indonesia, the series was aired on TPI (later re-branded as MNCTV) from the mid-1990s to early 2010s and 
RCTI during 2000s. 
 
Even though Gene Deitch's shorts were created in Czechoslovakia (1960–1962), the first official TV release of Tom 
and Jerry were in 1988. It was one of the few cartoons of western origin broadcast in Czechoslovakia (1988) and 
Romania (until 1989) before the fall of the Soviet Union in 1989. 
 
The Pakistani ice cream brand Omoré has launched a chocolate bar ice cream based on the show Wiki.  
 
Parental Guidance                

Certification 

South Korea:All  United Kingdom:U  United States:Approved (pca #8113) 

 

Sex & Nudity – None, Violence & Gore - Mild , Profanity- None,  Alcohol, drugs & Smoking- None,  Frightening & Intense Scenes -

Mild 

 

 

MPAA     Advisory Content 
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Film Discography Wiki 

 
1940–58: Hanna–Barbera/MGM cartoons 
The following 114 cartoons were directed by William Hanna and Joseph Barbera at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
cartoon studio in Hollywood, California. All cartoons were released to theatres by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Rudolf 
Ising was the producer of Puss Gets the Boot; subsequent cartoons were produced by Fred Quimby through 1955. 
Quimby retired in 1955 and from 1955 to 1957, Hanna and Barbera produced the shorts until MGM closed the 
cartoon studio in 1957, and the last cartoon was released in 1958.[1] Most of these cartoons were produced in the 
standard Academy ratio (1.37:1). Four cartoons were produced for both Academy Ratio and CinemaScope formats 
(2.55:1, later 2.35:1). Finally, 19 cartoons were produced in widescreen CinemaScope format only (though reissues 
have the standard Academy ratio 1.37:1 instead). 
 
Like the other studios, MGM reissued and edited its cartoons when rereleased to theatres. Many pre-1952 cartoons 
were reissued with Perspecta Sound, which was introduced in 1954. MGM also reissued its cartoons before the 
introduction of Perspecta Sound. Because of the 1965 MGM vault fire, all original film of pre-September-1951 MGM 
cartoons are lost, leaving only the backup prints (usually the altered reissue prints), although some production 
artwork relating to the missing material has survived, like pencil sketches. 
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